
How We Shoot Soccer Individuals 

 

      

These two photos are close to perfect.  Good framing, good exposure, good foreground-background balance, 

nice soft backgrounds, good poses (pay attention to the hands!). 

 

 

Mistakes We Have to Watch For 

      

Use your tent effectively.    Make sure your subject is completely in the tent shadow and let your flash take 

care of the foreground exposure.   Partially sunlit, partially shaded will throw off both your color balance 

and your exposure.   Keep the tent frames out of the photo.  Even though we can crop these or Photoshop 

them out for printing, the customer sees this on the web site if we don’t crop everything before posting. 

 



      

Careful framing.   The photo on the left is too loose.   The photo on the right would have been perfect, but 

it is too tight at the top, too loose at the bottom.  We will refer back to this one several times as we move 

along.   Other things to watch for:   Shoot using moderate telephoto (at least 100-120 mm) and shoot from 

subject’s eye level.  Soften your backgrounds to the greatest extent possible.  When you can’t use a wide-

open aperture, use a longer lens and increase the subject-to-background distance. 

 

           

Pose carefully.   Take your time to do it right.   You or your assistant, help them pose if necessary. 

Left – Watch for the holding-the-bowl pose.   Hands (or better yet, forearms) on top of the ball.  The hands 

in the above right Red Bull photo are very nice. 

Center – Don’t let them slouch.  Their heads should never be that close to the ball. 

Right – Beware the arm dangler.   This guy’s arm will get cut off when the photo is cropped for printing.   

Two hands above the ball. 

 



      

Balance your ambient light, and watch your backgrounds.   I would rather see backgrounds slightly 

underexposed, than overexposed at all.   Shadow stripe through the kid’s head – unacceptable.  Soften your 

backgrounds when you can.   Watch for “branch antlers” when you’re shooting near trees.   Avoid busy 

backgrounds, especially with other people.   Use a soccer-looking background when you can.   Again, refer 

to the Red Bull photo, above.   Everything about it was well-executed except the framing. 

  



           

Alternate poses.   It’s okay for parents to ask for an alternate pose, and I have no problem with 

photographers changing things up occasionally, provided we adhere to quality basics – good foreground-

background balance, clean backgrounds, and balanced, printable compositions. 

These examples are not our photos, so let’s rip them to shreds.  I suspect the girl in yellow was 

photographed by mom or dad.  What you see here is nothing a working pro should turn in. 

 

Left – In general, I try to avoid shooting these portraits full length.  Subjects typically are too long and 

narrow.   Too much void space along the vertical edges.   Other problems I see in this photo.  Shot with 

wide-angle lens, causing some foreshortening distortion with the ball and left foot.  Her chin is tucked.   No 

cropping room top and bottom.  Hands on butt?  Weak background with horizontal line through the center. 

Center – In general I think this is a very well executed photo.  I would try to have the soccer goal not 

protruding from the side of her head.  Variations, maybe ball on leg, hands on ball.  Note that you can’t use 

this pose on soft or wet ground, you can’t use it if the grass hasn’t been cut, and you can’t use it with a lot 

of kids who will tear up the spot. 

Right – Bad framing again.  Terrible, in-focus background.   Subject is off center.   I would rather see the 

ball held on the hip, not tucked under the arm.  Do something with the right hand.  Place on right hip or 

reach across to support the ball.  Angle the shoulders a little. 


